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TheUK'swithdrawal from the EuropeanUnion couldmean that it leaves the EU's Internal EnergyMarket for elec-
tricity (Elecxit). This paper develops methods to study the longer-term consequences of this electricity market
disintegration, especially the end ofmarket coupling. Before European electricitymarketswere coupled, different
market closing times forced traders to commit to cross-border trading volumes based on anticipated market
prices. Interconnector capacity was often under-used, and power sometimes flowed from high- to low-price
areas. Amodel of thesemarket frictions is developed, empirically verified on 2009 data (before French and British
market coupling) and applied to estimate the costs of market uncoupling in 2030. A less efficient market and the
abandonment of some planned interconnectorswould raise generation costs by €700m a year (2%) compared to
remaining in the Internal EnergyMarket. This result is sensitive to how the British and French electricity systems
develop over the coming decades. Economic losses are four times greater (€2700m a year) if France retains sub-
stantial nuclear capacity due to its low marginal costs. Conversely, losses are reduced by two-thirds if UK
weakens its decarbonisation ambitions, as lower carbon prices subsidise British fossil fuel generation, allowing
electricity prices to convergewith those in France. AHardElecxitwouldmakeBritish prices rise and Frenchprices
fall in three of our four scenarios, with the opposite movements in the fourth scenario.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Electricity traders sometimes make mistakes, and they know it. To
reduce the expected cost of mistakes, risk-averse traders scale back
their actions when the direction of trade that maximises profit is un-
clear. The benefits of interconnecting electricity markets are signifi-
cantly reduced if the transmission capacity between them is under-
used, and sometimes used in thewrongdirection. The EuropeanUnion's
Internal ElectricityMarket is designed tomaximise the benefits of inter-
connection among member states. In particular, market coupling be-
tween 20 countries in North-Western Europe uses algorithms to
ensure that as much electricity as possible is traded from lower- to
higher-priced markets. This has brought significant welfare gains. The
British electricity market is one of the 20, but may de-couple itself
from the system as a possible consequence of Brexit – the UK's decision
to leave the EU. We wish to calculate the cost of this Elecxit.

The European Union's plan to create an internal electricity market
started with the deregulation of national electricity markets in the
1990s. The vision of a cross-border market design has been largely
hool, South Kensington, London

reen@imperial.ac.uk (R. Green),

. This is an open access article under
implemented by 2015 in the form of the Electricity Target Model
(ETM) (ACER/CEER, 2017). In particular, market coupling implies that
day-ahead wholesale markets clear simultaneously and transmission
capacity is automatically allocated so that electricity can flow from
low- to high-priced areas until prices are equalised or capacity is fully
used. Trade between Member States is now only limited by capacity
constraints of the infrastructure. To tackle this, the EU has set the goal
to expand interconnector capacities to 10% of each national electricity
generation capacity by 2020 and 15% by 2030.

Until recently, it seemed highly unlikely that the integration of
Europe's electricity industrywould be reversed, but theUK is in the pro-
cess of leaving the EU. The EU and the UK have so far negotiated two
Withdrawal Agreements, neither of which has (as of October 2019)
been approved by Parliament, and a General Election has been called.
The outcome of the process is highly unpredictable, given theUK's polit-
ical circumstances and the breadth and depth of its relationship with
the EU.

The complexity of the negotiation is evident in the electricity sector
(Mathieu et al., 2018). In addition to the institutions of electricity trad-
ing or tariff and non-tariff trade barriers, any readjustment of the emis-
sions trading system, Euratom regulation or the Renewable Energy
Directive might have indirect consequences for the electricity sector.
Again, the result is not foreseeable. Nevertheless, Brexit scenarios have
been developed to help stakeholders prepare and to underpin their
the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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bargaining positions. Two significant design principles and conclusions
from them are presented as examples:

▪ A number of Brexit scenarios build on the UK Government's
rejection of jurisdiction by the European Court of Justice. A
UKERC/Chatham House Report1 suggests that the rejection of this
institution excludes British actors from the institutions controlled
by them, among others the Internal Energy Market. In particular,
the British electricity market could not remain coupled with its con-
tinental counterparts.

The resulting uncertainties about the profitability of trading and a
reduction of EU funds could hinder the expansion of the trade infra-
structure between Britain and the continent (in the context mentioned
above) from 4 to 10 GWby 2021 (Froggatt et al., 2017), especially those
currently in the planning phase.

▪ The European Commission has published a scenario for the case that
negotiations would not succeed by the date of withdrawal (DG
ENER, 2018). Then, the UK would become a ‘third country’ and ‘EU
rules in the field of energy market regulation will no longer apply
to the United Kingdom’. As consequences of this, the Commission
foresees not onlymarket uncoupling, but also the necessity to charge
an interconnector usage fee for trade with Great Britain. Whether
the latter equals a tariff is not yet obvious.

The current (October 2019) UK government appears to favour leav-
ing the EU Customs Union at the end of a transition period. It hopes to
negotiate a free trade agreement for goods while retaining the right to
diverge from EU regulations. It is unclear whether the government
could have persuaded Parliament to agree to thewithdrawal agreement
it had negotiated, and a General Election has been called for December
2019, with unusually uncertain consequences. One possible outcome
is that the UK leaves the EU, but with genuine attempts to minimise
trade frictions. We do not know whether an agreement to retain elec-
tricity market coupling is possible, but while uncoupling is not yet inev-
itable, it is useful to estimate the cost of de-coupling Great Britain from
the internal electricity market, and of halting the expansion of
interconnectors. Note that Great Britain (England, Scotland and Wales;
GB) has a single-zone electricity market which is connected to
Belgium, France and the Netherlands on the continent of Europe. This
British market is also connected to Northern Ireland (part of the UK)
and the Republic of Ireland, which togethermake up the Single Electric-
ity Market.2

For this purpose, the welfare losses are not simply the inverse of the
welfare benefits previously gained from European market integration,
projected one-to-one into the future. The electricity sector is changing
too much for that approach to give realistic estimates. In particular:

1. Before market coupling, trading decisions frequently proved to be
uneconomic ex post, but their impacts were limited by small
interconnector capacities. Interconnector capacity is rising substan-
tially, and future mistakes would have greater opportunity costs
than those prevented by market coupling in the past.
1 Froggatt et al. (2017), page 18: “Following the UK's decision to leave the EU, it is still
unclearwhether UKwill remain part of current and futuremarket coupling arrangements.
This is because these require the active collaboration of GB interconnection counterparts,
and market coupling was mostly developed through European legislation (e.g. the
European Network Codes on capacity allocation and congestion management (CACM),
and on forward capacity allocation (FCA)).”

2 Given this difference, it is ironic that one stated reason for (some of) the opposition to
the Withdrawal Agreement was that it might treat Northern Ireland differently from the
rest of the UK. We are not attempting to predict the consequences of trying to unravel
the integrated electricity trading arrangements on the island of Ireland.
2. The structure of electricity generation will change dramatically as
more intermittent renewables will enter the market. A higher share
of renewable generation will make international coordination more
valuable and a lack of coordination costlier.

3. Generationmixeswill be adjusted to the higher share of intermittent
renewable generation and a change in the load profile. These changes
in national supplymight also affect the sensitivity of themarket price
to traded electricity and thus alter the effect of reduced market
coordination.

We base our estimates on scenarios for 2030 to show the longer-term
opportunity costs of Elecxit. Since an analysis of the costs of market
decoupling in 2030 is likely to be unreliable if it is based only on past es-
timates of the benefits from market coupling, we create a structural
model of trading in uncoupled markets that allows us to take account of
the three changes above. We assume that the inefficiencies of decoupled
markets are solely caused by uncertainties resulting from the separation
of auctions of cross border transmission capacities and day-ahead mar-
kets. This explanation is supported by survey answers of market partici-
pants (European Commission, 2007, pp183–6), it is considered as most
important by other authors, e.g. Newbery et al. (2016) and – possibly
most important – it enables simulations of trading patterns of decoupled
markets in the past that fit well to observed data.

Mahringer (2014) simulates inefficiencies in trading as due to im-
perfect anticipation of price dynamics, but uses a continuous stochastic
process that is not easily adapted for the econometric estimates needed
to calibrate our model. Instead, we present a simple but micro-founded
two-country trade model.

With market coupling, all markets for delivery at time X close at the
same time C and trade can be optimised.3 If the markets are uncoupled,
one of them (D) closes earlier than C. Traders then have to supply and
to demand electrical energy and to acquire transmission rights on se-
quentially closing markets. Trading economically therefore requires
price expectations to be formed for the ‘not yet closed’markets. As future
demand and (especially) intermittent renewable generation are uncer-
tain, prices are also uncertain and trade can only be adjusted optimally
to an expected (average) scenario. This trading volume is however subop-
timal in (almost) every ex post case, causing welfare losses. In extreme
cases the direction of trading can even be reversed by the anticipation
error. We calibrated the model with generation, load and trading data
for Great Britain and France in 2009,when theirmarketswere uncoupled,
allowing us to estimate the underlying anticipation error and a possible
reduction of the optimal trading volume.We assume that the market de-
sign after the market decoupling corresponds to that used for calibration,
so that the variance of this basic anticipation error does not change due to
changes in the length of forecasting intervals.

With the quantified model, our initial estimate of the benefits of
market coupling in 2009 was 50% above values in the literature. This
can be explained by the implicit assumption of the standard approach
that the tradingpattern on uncoupledmarkets is independent ofmarket
rules. While the standard assumption is that arbitrage traders are risk-
neutral, our empirical results strongly suggest that traders in uncoupled
markets are risk-averse, and that this discourages trade. This increases
the gains from market coupling.

Second, we simulate the costs (in 2030) of dis-integrating the British
electricity market from France (representing Continental Europe),
against the background of the ENTSO-E 2030 Vision 3 scenario “Green
Transition”. Load profiles, generation capacities and costs are taken
from this scenario, with wind and solar output profiles taken from Re-
newables.ninja (Pfenninger and Staffell, 2016). With significantly
higher levels of wind and solar generation,we find that the same under-
lying anticipation error would lead to trading errors twice as large (in
MW terms) as in 2009.
3 Even though there is residual load uncertainty between C and the time of delivery X
we are only interested in additional uncertainties of market closure prior to C.
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We compare a business-as-usual reference case, “Soft Elecxit”, with
continued market coupling and an increase to 10 GW of interconnector
capacity with a “Hard Elecxit”, where the British and French markets are
decoupled and interconnector capacity only rises marginally to 5 GW.
This raises the cost of generation in the two countries combined by
€692 m or 2% of the wholesale market value, compared to the reference
case. We find that most of these costs are due to market decoupling, as
thenet benefits of adding interconnector capacity are low if this simply al-
lows traders between decoupled markets to make greater mistakes.
Among the costs of market decoupling, the reduction of trading volumes
due to risk aversion is more important than trading errors based on im-
perfect information. British generators produce more power, and French
ones less, if a Hard Elecxit cuts trade, which means it would raise prices
to British consumers (by €861 m) and reduce those paid in France by
€870 m. Carbon dioxide emissions rise by 10 million tonnes.

The costs of Elecxit are sensitive to the evolution of the electricity sys-
tems on each side of the Channel. If both France and GB followed the
“Slow Progress” ENTSO-E Vision 1, there would be less investment in re-
newable generation, and France would retain more of its low marginal
cost nuclear reactors. There would be greater price differences between
the two markets, greater opportunities for trade, and greater costs from
disrupting it – around €2.7 billion. We also consider hybrid scenarios in
which France follows the Green Transition but Britain reverts to Slow
Progress. If this involves a lower British carbon price, our assumptions
lead to similar wholesale prices in each market, relatively small gains
from trade, and relatively small costs to disrupting it – €217 m, even
after valuing the additional emissions at the EU carbon price. The EU
might impose a border carbon tax, which would make its generation rel-
ativelymore competitive in the Britishmarket, and trademore attractive.
A Hard Elecxit in those circumstances would cost €816 m.

Following this introduction, the second section presents anoverview
of the effects of decoupled electricity markets and discusses their
causes. On this basis, Section 3 sets out a model of rational trade in
decoupled electricity markets. The model developed is then applied in
Section 4. First it is conditioned for empirical treatment in Section 4.1
and econometrically estimated for 2009 data in 4.2. The quantified
model is used to estimate the benefits of market coupling in 2009 ex
post, using themethods described in Section 4.3.We present our results
in Section 5, with some more general conclusions in Section 6.

2. What is wrong with uncoupled electricity markets?

In general, two markets can be defined as uncoupled if market rules
exclude a conditioning of supply and demand in each of the markets on
the price of the other market. This might be caused by different market
closure times, by the necessity to submit unconditional demand or sup-
ply prices to the auctioneer or it might simply be forbidden to receive
the relevant information. There could also be different regulatory re-
quirements that impede trade directly, or make one government reluc-
tant to facilitate it.4 While in general this lack of information reduces
allocative efficiency, it should be pointed out that market coupling in-
creases transactions costs, in particular those of communications
infrastructure,5 and it complicates the search for an integrated market
equilibrium.Whether markets should be coupled or not is thus a quan-
titative question of costs and benefits. In electricity market equilibrium,
arbitrageurs in coupled markets fully equilibrate competitive prices, as
far as allowed by transmission capacity constraints.6 This maximises
4 An anonymous referee has emphasised the EU rules that electricity interconnectors
must follow, including the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice, which is unattrac-
tive to many UK politicians.

5 NAO (2003) estimates the additional infrastructure cost for the ‘new electricity trad-
ing arrangements (NETA)’ in England and Wales at £116 million for the first 5 years and
£30 million per year thereafter.

6 The algorithm for determining local market prices under Euphemia contains the opti-
mal trading strategy of an arbitrageur. To further investigate this strategy,we explicitly in-
troduce this actor, although under Euphemia there is no longer any physical counterpart.
short-run welfare, and should be compared with the outcome when
markets are not coupled.

2.1. Uncoupled markets

While adjoining electricity control areas typically exchanged power,
the early wholesale markets were uncoupled. To trade power between
two adjacent markets, a company would need to reserve transmission
capacity on the interconnector between them, buy power in one mar-
ket, and sell it in the other. Much transmission capacity was sold in ad-
vance in long-duration blocks, and the quantity available in each
direction was limited to the maximum capacity of the interconnector.
There was often no mechanism for releasing additional capacity to the
market if the holder did not want to use their rights, or if electricity
flowing in the other direction created spare capacity on the lines (easily
possible in an AC network).

If onemarket publishes its results before the deadline for submitting
bids to the other,7 traders would at least know whether they now have
to buy or sell power in the secondmarket, or if they came away from the
first auction with nothing. However, the time difference between the
two markets' deadlines means that new information on demand and
generators' availability, and hence on expected prices, is likely to arrive
after the first set of bids are submitted. The trader may now be commit-
ted to selling power into amarket newly expected to have a surplus, and
therefore face a loss.

But even if themarket deadlines are identical, so that all bids will be
based on the same information set, individual traders will only know
part of it, and so the onlyway to be sure of not having un-matched com-
mitments is to submit one unconditional bid to buy and one uncondi-
tional offer to sell. This ensures trade, whatever the price combination
on the two markets. When price differences are large and systematic,
this strategy may be consistently successful, but if the two markets
have similar prices, a trader who is unlucky in the individual informa-
tionwill commit to a trade that turns out to be unprofitable. It is unlikely
that arbitrageurs could gather all the information needed to prevent
this.

2.2. Coupled markets

If themarkets are coupled, the system operators take over the role of
cross-border traders. Themarkets close at the same time, so all bids and
offers are drawn from the same information set. Computer algorithms
move power from a lower- to a higher-priced market until the prices
are equalised or interconnector capacity is fully used. All generators
and buyers face the price in their local market, and the difference be-
tween those prices creates revenue for the interconnector owners.
Since all market participants' information is used to derive all prices,
this should increase market efficiency, although market coupling also
increases transactions costs.

However, equilibrating prices is not possible if the capacity limit of
the transmission infrastructure is reached: i.e. either prices in bothmar-
kets are the same and the trade volume is below capacity or prices are
not equal and there is no unused capacity available. This “ideal trading”
pattern takes the form of a step function in terms of price differences
and utilisation of the trading capacity (the red curve in Fig. 1). Day-
ahead prices for GB come from APX, and those for France from EPEX
France. Trade volumes are fromRTE, as are the interconnector capacities
in 2009 and the French loads (used later). The 2017 interconnector ca-
pacities (also used later) are given by N2EXMarket Coupling Capacities.
Loads in GB are from National Grid via Elexon.

However, in uncoupled markets (e.g. between France and GB in
2009), frequent and strong deviations from this ideal trading pattern
are found (blue dots, Fig. 1). Price differentials persisted for a large
7 A detailed description of market rules can be found in Madlener and Kaufmann
(2002).
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Fig. 1. GB France trading pattern – before market coupling: hourly capacity utilization of
the France GB interconnector vs. hourly price differentials on the day ahead markets in
2009. Grey shaded areas indicate trading against the price differential.

Table 1
Overview of estimates of market integration benefits.

System wide estimates
Newbery
et al.
(2016)

Considering price changes from
market coupling across the EU

day-ahead market
coupling 0.25–0.5%
wholesale value day
ahead
Intra-day and
balancing benefits
€1.3bn/yr.
Total benefits includ-
ing removing
unscheduled flows
could be €3.9bn/yr

Mansur and
White
(2009)

Compare prices before and after
a bilaterally cleared zone joined
PJM's market area to estimate
price spreads and welfare gains

0.7% wholesale value

Single interconnectors
Meeus
(2011)

Compare flows and determine
welfare gains on the
Denmark-Germany Kontek
cable with no coupling and
one-way market coupling.

Welfare gain €10 m/yr or
€17 m/GWyr, ≫Mansur and
White (2009) estimates

SEM
Committee
(2011)

Estimate welfare gains of
coupling the interconnectors
between GB and the Single
Electricity Market (SEM) of
Ireland (950/910 MW
imports/580 MW exports)

€30 m/yr for import capacity of
930 MW, €32 m/GWyr,
≫Meeus (2011) estimates

National Grid
(2015)

Sharing reserves over
interconnectors might reduce
capacity needs by 2.8 GW

With 2014 capacity auction
price of 19.40/kWyr:
€15 m/GWyr = Meeus (2011)
estimates.

9 There are small fees to cover the electricity lost on the DC interconnector and at the
AC-DC conversion stations, and so a small price difference is needed to cover these and
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number of trading periods without binding capacity restriction. It is
clear that the trading potential was often not used efficiently. In 30%
of periods, electricity was bought in the market with higher prices and
sold on the market with the lower prices. At these times, simply not
trading would have been welfare-enhancing. Ehrenmann and Smeers
(2004) and Bunn and Zachmann (2010) discussed possible reasons for
the under-utilisation of interconnector capacity:

1. Uncertainties from the separation of transmission and energy mar-
kets. Transmission auctions usually preceded the energy markets,

2. System operators may have need to be active in scheduling cross-
border flows for congestion and system balancing purposes and

3. Strategic trading by generators with market power (generators
would trade against the price differential, selling into a cheapermar-
ket to raise demand and price in their home market).

The impact of uncertainties caused by separating the allocation of
transmission capacity and local electricity markets are well docu-
mented. To quote the European Commission's Energy Sector Inquiry
(2007, p. 184), “the deadline for interconnector nominations occurs
after the French (Powernext) energy market clears, while the UKPX
(the leading UK power exchange) is open.” Under these market rules8

market participants confirmed in a poll “that they faced uncertainty
since they had to place auction bids based on expected wholesale mar-
ket prices.” (p. 185)

Market coupling would remove uncertainties due to separated mar-
kets, and make trading against the price differential impossible. There-
fore, the past welfare losses of uncoupled markets (and short-term
welfare gains frommarket coupling) could simply be estimated by com-
paring the observed trade pattern to the ideal pattern and evaluating
the differences.

In the simplest form applied by ACER (2013), interconnector
utilisationwas artificially increased to 100% at existing price differences,
while the advanced version (Newbery et al., 2016) also took account of
price convergence due to higher utilisation. The uncoupled and ideal al-
locations could then be compared by welfare measures based on local
supply and demand. ‘Before and after’ estimates of day-ahead market
prices quantify a price drop that induces a welfare gain of 0.25–0.5% of
the wholesale market value (Newbery et al., 2016). Further estimates
are summarised in Table 1. It is implicitly assumed that the willingness
to trade is independent of market coupling, an assumption challenged
by our estimates in Section 4.2.

These estimates have motivated regulators to gradually couple
European electricity markets, until almost all the markets of north-
8 Details on the market rules can be found in Madlener and Kaufmann (2002).
west Europe with 19 countries and 85% of the European power con-
sumptionwere coupled by 2015 (Table 2). The Single ElectricityMarket
covering Ireland and Northern Ireland was added in October 2018.

Indeed, the trading pattern for the implicitly auctioned net daily
inter-connector capacity on the France-GB border and the hourly price
differential between UKPX and EPEX in 2017 (Fig. 2) closely fits the
ideal trading pattern. As described above, either the prices are practi-
cally equilibrated9 or the capacity restriction binds.

As market coupling resolved almost all possible reasons for ineffi-
ciencies and transformed the observable allocation from distorted to
ideal, it was not necessary to evaluate the actual sources of inefficiency
when estimating the gains fromcoupling.We cannot simply take the re-
verse of these gains as an estimate of the cost of market uncoupling
from Elecxit, as the conditionswill differ strongly in a future sustainable
electricity system with higher shares of renewables, higher transmis-
sion capacities and adjusted generation structures. To improve accu-
racy, it is necessary to model the counterfactual of decoupled markets.
This is different in principle to the modelling of market coupling as
the ideal allocation is the ‘business as usual’ and the distorted inefficient
allocationmust be constructed actively. Therefore, the reason for the in-
efficiencies of uncoupled markets must be made explicit. We interpret
the wide geographical extent of trading inefficiencies when explicit
interconnector capacity auctions close before at least one electricity
market as evidence that uncertainty is themost important cause of inef-
ficiency, and focus our analysis on this.
make trading worthwhile – the EU market allocation algorithm takes account of this, as
shown in Fig. 2.



Table 2
Stepwise integration of European electricity markets. Data from EPEX Spot.

1996 Nordpool:

Norway Sweden

1998 + Finland

2000 + Denmark

2006 Tri-Lateral Market
Coupling (TLC):
France, Belgium,
Netherlands,
(Luxemburg)

2007 MIBEL

Spain
Portugal

2010

Central West Europe (CWE)

Germany,
Austria

Poland,
Latvia,
Lithuania
Estonia

2011 +GB

2014

North Western Europe (NWE)

4M (CEE):
Hungary, Slovakia,
Czech Republic,
Romania

2015 + Italy
Slovenia

2018 +Ireland
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3. Trade equilibrium in uncoupled markets

We develop a model of profit-maximising bilateral trade between
France (subscripted F) and Great Britain (subscripted G) in uncoupled
day-ahead markets with trading losses and capacity constraints. First,
a trading equilibrium in coupled markets is defined (Section 3.1).
Then (Section 3.2) we study its structural properties graphically and
based on these an algorithm for its computation is derived.We then in-
troduce uncoupled markets (Section 3.3) with anticipation errors and
show how to modify the previous analysis.

The trading volume Th is defined as the net electrical energy
imported into GB (for Th N 0); exports from GB are shown as negative
values of Th. Due to losses (equal to a proportion τ of the traded electric-
ity) France would have to export Th/(1− τ) units in order to deliver Th
in GB. If GB is exporting Thunits of electricity, then (1− τ)Thunits can be
sold in France. If we define transmission capacity symmetrically ðK h ¼
KhÞ in terms of the electrical energy entering the exporting conversion
station (that is, before losses), GB imports are restricted to no more
40 20 20 40
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Fig. 2. GB France trading pattern – under coupled markets: hourly capacity utilisation of
the France GB interconnector vs. hourly price differentials on the day-ahead markets in
2017.
than ð1−τÞKh and exports to no more than K h . The function φ(T) =
(1− τ)sign(T) simplifies the notation significantly.

3.1. Trading equilibrium with losses

We first describe an equilibrium model of optimal bilateral trade in
uncoupled day-ahead markets. To keep things simple, we do not con-
sider the allocation of interconnector capacity among traders but as-
sume the existence of a representative price-taking trader
(arbitrageur). A trading equilibrium is a vector of French and British
prices and a trading volume (pF, h∗ ,pG, h∗ ,Th∗) in every hour h such thate
the price-taking arbitrageur maximises its profits, and given these
prices the induced supply and trade equal local load.

Demand in each market is given by LG, h and LF, h, known in advance
and unaffected by price. All markets are perfectly competitive thusmar-
ginal costs of generation equal market prices. Market supply can be de-
scribed by CG, h′−1(L) and CF, h′−1(L), the inverses of the aggregated
marginal cost functions C′(L). The underlying cost functions C are as-
sumed to be monotonic and at least twice differentiable. To cover sea-
sonality of the supply,10 C′ depends on h. In our estimation and
simulations, we use 8 half-seasons.

Furthermore, we assume that there is short term information εG, h
and εF, h known to all market participants that shifts the supply curve.
These supply curve residuals are distributed normallywith standard de-
viation σG and σF. Market clearing on the two markets implies

C0
G;h

−1 pG;h−εG;h
� � ¼ LG;h−Th ð1Þ

C0
F;h

−1 pF;h−ε F;h
� � ¼ LF;h þ φ Thð ÞTh ð2Þ

The calculus of the profit maximising, representative, price-taking
arbitrage trader that shifts T British units of electricity from France to
10 Maintenance is concentrated in the summer months. Ofgem, 2012 (page 27, Fig. 3.1)
reports that coal fired power plants are 26%more available inwinter than in summer - re-
spectively gas CCGT (+17%), OCGT (+14%) and nuclear (+12%). Gas prices are also
seasonal.

Unlabelled image


Fig. 3. The structure of the trade equilibrium induced by trade demand and trade supply.
Note that ph is a price relation and thus supply and demand are graphical representations
but not conventional demand or supply.
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Great Britain restricted by a transmission capacity K is

maxTπArb
h ¼ pG;h−φ Tð ÞpF;h

� �
T

ts:t: : −Kh≤T ≤ 1−τð ÞKh
ð3Þ

The optimal trade is a set-valued mapping from the prices pG, h, pF, h
to the admissible trade levels

T� pG;h; pF;h

� � ¼
1−τð ÞKh pG;hNpF;h 1−τð Þ−1

1−τð ÞKh;0 pG;h ¼ pF;h 1−τð Þ−1

0 1−τð Þþ1bpG;h=pF;hb 1−τð Þ−1

−K h;0 pG;h ¼ pF;h 1−τð Þþ1

−K h pG;hbpF;h 1−τð Þþ1

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

3.2. Equilibrium analysis

The structure of the equilibrium can be analysed graphically using
the price relation ph = pG, h/pF, h. With this definition (4) can be simpli-
fied to the trade demand (set-valued mapping) T ∗(ph). A trade supply
can be derived by inverting market balancing conditions (1) and (2)
for the local prices

pG;h Tð Þ ¼ C0
G;h LG;h−T

� �þ εG;h ð5Þ

pF;h Tð Þ ¼ C0
F;h LF;h þ φ Tð ÞT� �þ ε F;h ð6Þ

and plugging (5) and (6) into the definition of ph. The trade supply de-
rived from (5) and (6) and the optimal set (derived from 4) are shown
in Fig. 3. It is straightforward to see that there exists exactly one equilib-
rium and that it can be determined with an algorithm to check which
section of the demand has an intersection with the supply11: Check
whether there is a no-trade-equilibrium. If not, determine the trading
volume that equilibrates marginal costs (net of trading losses). If this
volume is within capacity constraints then it is the trading equilibrium.
If not, the binding capacity is the equilibrium trading level.

This algorithm can be expressed more formally with the uncon-
strained latent equilibrium trade volume Th

L , which would equalise
11 As unique intersections of a step curve and a monotonic line have to be identified a
case distinction is required. The order of the cases can be chosen freely. Our chosen order
gives a formalism that is suitable for a common econometric treatment. We could equally
well reverse the second and third steps to reduce the number of computationally demand-
ing solutions of an implicit equation.
prices (net of losses) in the absence of capacity constraints, implicitly
defined as:

0 ¼ F TL
h

� �
≔

( pd TL
h;−1

� �
pd 0;−1ð ÞN0

TL
h pd 0;þ1ð Þb0bpd 0;−1ð Þ

pd TL
h;þ1

� �
pd 0;þ1ð Þb0

pd TL
h; s

� �
¼ pG;h TL

h

� �
− 1−τð ÞspF;h TL

h

� � ð7Þ

In the presence of capacity constraints, ThL (latent trade) will not be
observed directly but instead the capacity-censored (ð1−τÞKhN0N−
K h) equilibrium with trading volume Th

∗

T�
h ¼

1−τð ÞKh TL
hN 1−τð ÞKh

TL
h else

K h TL
hbK h

8><
>: ð8Þ

Thus, the trade equilibrium with losses and capacity constraints can
be determined by solving Eqs. (5)–(8) for different loads, cost functions
and short term information.

How well does this model fit to the trade measured in a coupled
market environment in 2017? To provide a first impression eight
equally long half-seasons during the year were considered reflecting
the seasonal structure of generation capacity that supports high prices
with low capacity available in low demand summer. For each of these
half-seasons a supply curve ((5) and (6)) has been estimated with
2017 data (sources are given in Section 2.2) by nonlinear estimation
of exponential supply curves Ch

0ðLÞ ¼ eahþbhL for France and GB. These
supply curves are shown in Fig. 4 for France (red) and GB (blue) as
dashed curves. With these cost functions, 2017 loads and short term in-
formation Th

L were simulated with (7).
Fig. 5 shows the observed trade in 2017 (under coupled markets)

against the simulated latent trade Th
L. The horizontal bands reflect the

available transmission capacity, normally 2000 MW but sometimes
less.12 The latent trade exceeds the observed trade in 80% of the periods,
so that censoring is required. The observed unconstrained trade matches
the simulated trade perfectly, as all data points lie on the identity function.
To derive this perfect alignment the loss factor was calibrated to τ =
0.023. This loss factor will be used throughout the rest of the paper.

Fig. 6 shows the result of applying the trade model to the uncoupled
markets of 2009, although the assumption of complete information is
inappropriate for that setting. Supply curves for 2009 are presented in
Fig. 4. The simulated latent trade deviates significantly from the ob-
served trade, even when capacity constraints are not binding and cen-
soring is unnecessary. To understand this, a model of trading between
uncoupled markets is developed in the next section.

3.3. Optimal trading between uncoupled markets

When the markets were not coupled, the French market closed first,
forcing traders there to anticipate British prices. As traders bid in the
French market they commit to delivery, while the British market could
still respond to late-arriving information, so that its price is uncertain.
We treat the price difference between the markets as the (normally dis-
tributed) return on a risky investment. We assume that traders have
mean-variance utility,13 maximising a weighted combination of their ex-
pected return μ and its variance σ2: EU = μ−λσ2/2. A risk-averse trader
with constant absolute risk aversion has λ N 0. In a two-asset portfolio
consisting of ‘trade’ and a risk- and return-less ‘opt-out’ option, the ex-
pected return and its variance depend on the trading volume. The trader
12 The interconnector with France has two 1000 MW bipoles, but with four pairs of ca-
bles (two pairs damaged during 2016–17) the possibility of losing 500 MW increments
of capacity should be obvious.
13 The deviation of the mean-variance representation of the portfolio with normally dis-
tributed returns can be found e.g. in Sargent, 1987, p. 154.



Fig. 5. Observed trade in 2017 vs simulated trade with calibrated loss factor τ = 0.023.

Fig. 4. Day-ahead electricity prices in 2017 (left) and 2009 (right). GB is shown in blue, and France in red. Dots represent half-hourly prices across the year, dashed lines represent the
estimated half-seasonal supply curves, and pale histograms represent the load distribution (without axis labels). The average annual load is shown by vertical dashed lines.
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optimally ‘diversifies’ as he perceives opt-out as valuable risk limitation
and thereby reduces trading. To simplify the analysis there is no option
to fulfil or cancel a day-ahead commitment through intraday trades.

To determine the expected return and the variance of the portfolio
we need the expected British price. We assume the trader correctly an-
ticipates short term information such that EεG;h ¼ εG;h; but anticipates
load incorrectly as ELG;h ¼ LG;h þ εh with εh~N(0,σ2).14 Furthermore,
we assume that CU, h′ is sufficiently linear to use certainty equivalence,
so that the expected version of (6) becomes

EpG;h Th; εhð Þ ≈ C0
G;h LG;h þ εh−Th

� �þ εG;h ð9Þ

The anticipation error is therefore also normally distributed and its
standard deviation translates to the standard error of the value of a
sold unit of electricity as CG, h′′(LG, h)σ. Optimal trade maximises the
trade/opt-out portfolio with losses:

maxTEU
Arb
h ¼ T EpG;h−φ Tð ÞpF;h

� �
−
λ
2

TC00
G;hσ

� �2
ð10Þ

By substituting the British price by its expectation in the optimal

trading condition (4) we find optimal trading T̂ under risk aversion
14 This can be interpreted as an incorrect estimate of the amount of distributed variable
renewable generation thatwill be subtracted from theoverall load to give the amount that
must be met in the wholesale market.
(λ N 0):

T̂ EpG;h;pF;h

� � ¼
( 1−τð ÞKh 1−τð ÞKh≤θ

θ 0≤θb 1−τð ÞKh

0 1−τð Þþ1bpG;h=pF;hb 1−τð Þ−1

θ −Khbθ≤0
−Kh θ≤−Kh

θ ¼ EpG;h−φ θð ÞpF;h

λ C
00
G;hσ

� �2

ð11Þ

This is equivalent to Eq. (4) in the limiting cases of risk neutrality
(λ = 0) or no uncertainty (σ = 0). If loss-adjusted prices differed in
those cases, traders would want to send unlimited amounts of electric-
ity to the higher-priced market, but would be constrained by transmis-
sion capacity. With risk-aversion and uncertainty, traders balance the
expected profit from additional flows against the impact of a greater
loss if the British price makes the trade unprofitable. This suppresses
trade, although if the expected profit is high enough, trade will increase
so that capacity limits finally bind.While risk-neutral arbitrageurs elim-
inate expected price differences until they become constrained, Fig. 7
shows that risk-averse traders reduce trading and price equilibration
even when they are unconstrained.

The unconstrained latent equilibrium trade ThEL(εh) can be defined in
a similar way to (7) for λ ≥ 0 as:

0 ¼ FE TEL
h ; εh

� �
≔

pd TEL
h ; εh;−1

� �
pd 0; εh;−1ð ÞN0

TEL
h pd 0; εh;þ1ð Þb0bpd 0; εh;−1ð Þ

pd TEL
h ; εh;þ1

� �
pd 0; εh;þ1ð Þb0

8>><
>>:

ð12Þ



Fig. 6. 2009 latent trade with losses and observed trade data. Regression curves are going to be explained in Section 4.2.
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pd TEL
h ; εh; s

� �
¼ EpG;h TEL

h ; εh
� �

− 1−τð ÞspF;h TEL
h

� �
−λTEL

h C00
G;hσ

� �2

Again, due to censoring by the available transmission capacity Th
EL(εh)

will not be observed directly but the censored trade equilibrium Th
E∗(εh) is

given by:

TE�
h εhð Þ ¼

1−τð ÞKh TEL
h εhð ÞN 1−τð ÞKh

TEL
h εhð Þ else
K h TEL

h εhð ÞbK h

8><
>: ð13Þ

The equilibrium trade with anticipation error, losses and capacity
constraints can then be determined by Eqs. (5), (9) and (12), (13).
Note that the coupled market model is a special case of the uncoupled
market model (12) if λ = 0 or σ = 0.

4. Application

Our model implies that the noise clearly present in the trading in
Fig. 6 is due to anticipation errors and that risk aversion should reduce
trading. We now use the observed trade data in 2009 to determine
the parameters σ and λ that characterise trading in an uncoupled mar-
ket environment before simulating trading in uncoupled markets in
2030. However, the uncoupled market model developed so far is not
well suited for the estimation of Elecxit costs as the necessary
Fig. 7. The transition from coupled (perfect foresight) to uncoupled market equilibrium
(risk averse trading). The transition from risk neutrality to risk aversion reduces
unconstrained trading and price equilibration (ph is a price relation).
econometric quantification of the parameters is impeded by the implicit
definition of the trading error. We therefore now develop an approxi-
mation of the equilibrium trading level that is better suited for an
econometric estimation, allowing us to estimate the anticipation error
parameters and use them to simulate Elecxit costs in 2030.

4.1. Simplification: disentangling the anticipation error

To simulate the trading error, latent trade ThEL(εh) can be determined
by solving the implicit Eq. (12). This problem is numerically solvable for
an equilibrium simulation, but for the quantification of the trade error
we wish to estimate (13) as standard censored model (TOBIT). This re-
quires the exogenous distortion to be an additive term. Unfortunately,
the trading level in (12) depends nonlinearly on the anticipation error.

To solve a nonlinear equation G(x,y) = 0 for x, a promising strategy
is to separate the solution into an easily solvable special case y0 = 0: G
(x0,0)= 0 and expand that solution in the neighbourhood of the special
case. This uses the derivatives of G, which are also relatively easy to
solve in this case by applying implicit function theorems. The solution
may then be composed as x= x0 + Gy(x0,0)/Gx(x0,0)y+… or approx-
imated by the linear term only, which is what we need for the TOBIT
analysis.

We follow this so-called perturbation approach and solve the non-
linear F(ThEL,εh) = 0 (12) for ThEL in the special case where εh = 0 and
λ=0.We start by taking thedefinition of the latent trade in equilibrium
as an implicit function of the anticipation error (ThEL(εh)) from (12), but
briefly assume τ = 0 to avoid the no-trading case:

0 ¼ FE TEL
h ; εh

� �
¼ EpG;h TEL

h ; εh
� �

−pF;h TEL
h

� �
−λTEL

h C00
G;hσGB

� �2
ð14Þ

The implicit function theorem then tells us that (for small εh and Th)

dTEL
h

dεh

�����
εh¼Th¼0

¼ 1

1þ C00
F;h LF;h

� �
C00
G;h LG;h

� �≔ωh ð15Þ

We use the same approach with respect to risk aversion λ, but then
take the average value of its derivative to eliminate time dependency
(except for the effect of the variations in Th

L)

dTEL
h

dλ

�����
εh¼λ¼0;TEL

h ¼TL
h

¼ −
σ2TL

h

2
ωhC

00
G;h LG;h

� �
≈ −

σ2TL
h

2
1
H

XH
h¼1

ωhC
00
G;h LG;h

� �
ð16Þ



Fig. 8. Hourly amplifiers (weights) of the net load anticipation error to the trade error in 2009 (left) and 2030 (right). During each half-season (HS) supply is constant. For 2009, the
calculation is based on load data and estimated supply curves presented in Fig. 8. For 2030, the calculation is based on the ENTSO-E Vision 3 scenario presented in Table 4 and the top
panels of Fig. 9.

15 We exploit the fact that theory predicts a specific heteroscedastic structure. In this
case, the BLUE of a linear model equals the OLS estimator of the homoscedastic linear
model with weighted data (Greene, 2008). Equally, the ML estimator of a TOBIT model
with ex ante known heteroscedastic error structure equals theML estimator of the homo-
scedastic TOBIT model with weighted data. This can easily be concluded from a compari-
son of the FOC's of the according likelihood functions. Each likelihood function depends on
standardised probability density terms for non-censored data and standardised cumula-
tive terms for censored data.
16 Our estimates are statistically significant, though this level of precision is quite com-
mon with 8760 hourly observations per year.
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This gives rise to the desired approximation by startingwith the un-
distorted trading level ThL (which is calculated with the correct value of
τ N 0) and adding the impact of the anticipation errorωhεh and risk aver-
sion λ:

TEL
h εhð Þ ≈ TL

h þ
dTEL

h

dλ
λþ dTEL

h

dεh
εh ≈ βTL

h þωhεh ð17Þ

with

β ¼ 1−
σ2λ
2

1
H
∑H

h¼1ωhC
00
G;h LG;h

� �
(17) is additively separated in the anticipation error and

heteroscedasticwith knownweightsωh. This simplification not only en-
ables the estimation of the model in a linear TOBIT specification (as es-
timation equation and for jumping above capacity thresholds) but it
also reveals how differently a load anticipation error transforms into a
trading error depending on the difference in the slopes of generation
marginal costs, driven by the generation structure and risk aversion.
Furthermore it becomes apparent that risk aversion reduces trade, but
only if there is indeed uncertainty (since λ is multiplied by σ2).

Fig. 8 (left) shows that the amplifierωh varies strongly around an an-
nual average of 0.42, with the lowest values seen during the autumn of
2009 and higher values in the first half of the year. The higher amplifier
makes it more difficult to anticipate the optimal trade during the first
half of the year than it is in the second half, even though the load antic-
ipation variance is constant.

Optimal censored equilibrium trading Th
E∗ then becomes

TE�
h εhð Þ ¼

1−τð ÞKh βTL
h þωhεhN 1−τð ÞKh

βTL
h þωhεh else
K h βTL

h þωhεhbK h

8><
>: ð18Þ

Eqs. (5)–(7) could be used to determine latent trade Th
L and (18) for

the distorted censored trade with weights defined in (15).

4.2. Estimating trading distortions in 2009 (uncoupled markets)

β and the distortion parameter σ can be estimated as a
heteroscedastic censored model. To do so, the supply curves estimated
at the end of Section 3.2 have been used to determine the weights ωh

with (15) and in (5)–(7) to simulate latent trade Th
L as explanatory var-

iable in (18) for the observed censored trade Th
E∗(εh). A constant α has

been added to the threshold in (18) to allow testing for asymmetries be-
tween export and import. The trading error results from the weighted
(ωh) anticipation error that makes (18) heteroscedastic. Fortunately,
this can be handled with the standard TOBIT model by normalising
the explanatory variable, regressors and capacity limits with the
weights.15 In this way two TOBIT models for 2009 and 2017 were esti-
mated with LIMDEP 5. The TOBIT maximum likelihood estimator re-
laxes the necessity to minimise the sum of squared residuals to the
uncensored share of the data only, but the likelihood function is
amended by the probability that the censored data indeed exceeds the
censoring limits. The latter tends to put upward pressure on β.

Because trade and interconnector capacity are reported in different
ways (sources are given in Section 2.2), we treated trade observations
as censored if they were within 50 MW of the available capacity. The
model enables us to fully account for the dynamics of the capacity al-
ready mentioned in Section 3.2. The parameter estimates are presented
in Table 3.

The results for the coupled market in 2017 are completely in line
with the model of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 – as already expected from
Fig. 5. This can be concluded from the very small α̂ (4.57 MW, when
trade can be up to 2000 MW in either direction),16 the almost perfect
predictive power of the equilibrium trade level for the observed uncon-

strained trade levels (β̂ ¼ 0:99) and the very low standard deviation (σ̂
¼ 67:1, again in MW). The value of β̂ confirms the absence of any risk
and related trading reduction.

Without market coupling in 2009 the constant still had a small (in-

significant) value. But the estimate of β̂ suggests traders would aim to
achieve only 27% of the coupled equilibrium trade level, and the antici-
pation error has a very large standard error (σ̂) of 3035MW. The regres-
sion curve is shown in Fig. 6. The relative risk aversion of the trader can

be determined from (17) with β̂ and σ̂ by scaling the implicitly esti-
mated absolute risk aversion λwith the average hourly trading revenue
in 2009. The value of 2.61 is reasonable in terms of Ljungqvist & Sargent
(2004, p. 426) as it lies in the interval [2,3]. It can be concluded that
there is a significant risk of losses for traders and in anticipation they
only take advantage of a small share of the opportunities a risk neutral
trader would. We will refer to this effect as a trade crunch.
4.3. Simulation of Elecxit cost in 2030: methodology and data

We will now estimate the welfare effects of uncoupling the British
electricity market from Europe. The analysis is based on the scenarios
ENTSO-E Vision 2030 (ENTSO-E, 2015). We chose as base case the



Table 3
Parameter estimates.

Generalised anticipation error model

Censored model 2009 Censored model 2017

Observations 8713 8704
AIC Information Criterion 133,087.100 19,037.300
AIC/N 15.275 2.187
ANOVA fit measure 0.190 11.120
DECOMP fit measure 0.160 0.490
Log likelihood function −665,400,000 −95,150,000

Parameters Standard error Parameters Standard error
α̂ −0.33⁎⁎⁎ 12.35 4.57⁎⁎⁎ 0.55

β̂ 0.27⁎⁎⁎ 0.003 0.99⁎⁎⁎ 0.0005

σ̂ 3035.60⁎⁎⁎ 26.64 67.10⁎⁎⁎ 0.79

⁎⁎⁎ 1% level.

Table 4
Data for the Entsoe Vision scenarios and our post-Brexit hybrid scenarios.

Energy scenario Vision3 Vision1 Vision 13 Vision 13CP

Descrip�on Green Transi�on Slow Progress GB Slow F Green
V13 with GB adop�ng EU 

Carbon Price 
Integra�on Na�onal Na�onal Na�onal As Vision 13
Countries GB F GB F GB F GB F
Climate Act Delay Delay Act

As Vision 13
Fuel prices Low High Low Low
Gas €/GJ 7.23 9.49 7.23
Hard coal €/GJ 2.8 3.01 2.8
CO2 prices €/ton 71 17 17 71 71 71
Genera�on capaci�es
Solar GW 16 24 8 12

As
 V

isi
on

 1

As
 V

isi
on

 3

As Vision 13

Wind GW 51 37 22 22
Hydro GW 8 27 5 25
Nuclear GW 9 38 5 58
Fossil GW 41 22 50 14
Load TWh 355 481 330 447
Residual Load GW 28 35 34 36
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intermediate scenario “National Green Transition” (referred as Vision
3), but we also compared our results with the less ambitious transition
scenario “Slow Progress” (Vision 1)17 and two hybrid scenarios.

In particular, (Table 4), Vision 3's CO2 prices rise to 71€/tonne, while
fuel prices stay low. France halves its nuclear generation capacity (-
30GW), builds up to 60 GW renewables and doubles gas (+8GW). GB
abandons coal (-16GW) and has 57 GW renewables. Electricity demand
increases by 60 TWh in GB compared to 2017 but stagnates in France
(details in Table 4). In contrast in the “slow progress” scenario Vision
1, CO2 prices stay at 17€/tonne with France and GB achieving only half
the renewable capacity from Vision 3. Additionally, France maintains
its nuclear capacity at closer to present-day levelswhile reduced electri-
fication means lower load levels in both in France and GB.

As someadvocates of Brexit are also climate sceptics (Bocse, 2019), it
is quite possible that GB could take a different path to the EU in respect
of decarbonisation (a point emphasised by an anonymous referee). We
17 In fact, we obtained results with respect to all four Vision scenarios and found that
even though they differ significantly, the impact of Elecxit was similar across Visions 1
and 2 and Visions 3 and 4. Therefore, we decided to present only Vision 1 and 3 results.
therefore model two hybrid scenarios, in which GB follows the “slow
progress” Vision 1 while France continues with the “Green Transition”
Vision 3. In one of these (Vision 13), GB also chooses a much lower car-
bon price than the EU; in the other (Vision 13CP), GB is required to
adopt the EU-wide carbon price. A border carbon tax adjustment
might only affect the price of traded power, but we assume the carbon
price also applies to generation for domestic use.

For the simulations each step cost function of the scenario has been
interpolatedwith an exponential function as in the previous section (ca-
pacities andmarginal costs), and these are shown in Fig. 9. Load profiles
and capacities for France andGBwere taken from ENTSO-E. The Renew-
ables.ninja dataset was used for the hour-by-hour capacity factors of
solar PV (Pfenninger and Staffell, 2016) and wind (Staffell and
Pfenninger, 2016).

We simulated generation costs for two-by-two market design and
interconnector expansion scenarios for Europe and Great Britain in
2030. In the ‘Soft Elecxit’ scenario it is assumed that interconnector ca-
pacity will be expanded as planned to 10 GW and the day-ahead mar-
kets remain integrated. Effectively, this is a ‘Business as Usual’
scenario, but against a changing generation and demand background.
In contrast, in the ‘Hard Elecxit’ scenario interconnector capacity will

Unlabelled image


Fig. 9. The supply curve for generation and the load distribution net of intermittent renewables across our 2030 scenarios. In eachpanel, the full line shows the stepped-curvemarginal cost
of generation, and thedashed line shows the estimated supply curve. The pale histogram shows the load distribution fromDESSTINEE, using the right-hand axis labels. GB is shown in blue,
France in red. The top-left and top-right panels show the ENTSO-EVision 3 scenario. The bottom-left panel shows ENTSO-EVision 1, and the bottom-right panel shows our hybrid scenario
whereGB followsVision 1 and France followsVision 3 (with Vision3 fuel prices for both). Thedot-dashed line in that panel is the supply fromGBwhen the EU carbonprice is applied there,
in Vision 13CP.
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expand only slightly, to 5 GW (see introduction)18 and the British day-
ahead market will be decoupled using the Anglo-French market design
of 2009. In particular, we assume that the markets close at the same
times in 2030 as in 2009, which allows us to apply the estimates of
the anticipation error based on 2009 data.

A standard normally distributed anticipation error was drawn for
every hour of 2030. To simulate trade on uncoupled markets this basic
error was scaled by twice the estimated standard deviation for 2009
(i.e. by 6000). This reflects the higher share of difficult to predict renew-
able generation in 2030, together with some improvements in forecast-
ing techniques, with details in Appendix I. To convert the anticipation
errors to trading errors, we use hourly weightsωh that reflect the struc-
ture of the residual load and generation capacities in 2030. The right
panel of Fig. 8 shows that the weights in 2030 on average (0.7) exceed
those of 2009 (0.42).

We calculate five components of welfare. We assume that load does
not react to price changes, and so the change in overall generation costs,
summed across the two countries, measures the overall change in wel-
fare (with cost increases bad for welfare, of course). The cost experi-
enced by each country, however, consists of the cost of its own
production, plus net imports valued at the average of the market prices
in the two countries for the time of trade. This assumes that the
18 The reduction in transmission capacity expansion is not necessarily due to a reduced
profitability of the interconnectors, but also the likelihood of higherproject costs due to re-
duced EU investment support, and worsening intergovernmental relations in general.
interconnector rents, the trading profits from the hour-by-hour price
differences times flows, are split equally between the two countries.
We measure those interconnector rents directly, together with pro-
ducer rents, the difference between (local) market prices and the vari-
able cost of generation. Eqs. (19) and (20) show the relationships
between these quantities19:

pG Tð ÞLG|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
Consumer Payment G

− pG Tð Þ LG−Tð Þ−CG LG−Tð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Producer Rent G

−
pG Tð Þ−pF Tð Þ

2
T|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

IC Rent G

¼ CG LG−Tð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Production Cost G

þ pF Tð Þ þ pG Tð Þ
2

T|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Price−Averaged Cost of Imports

ð19Þ

pF Tð ÞLF|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
Consumer Payment F

−pF Tð Þ LF þ Tð Þ−C F LF þ Tð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Producer Rent F

−
pG Tð Þ−pF Tð Þ

2
T|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

IC Rent F

¼ CF LF þ Tð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Production Cost F

−
pF Tð Þ þ pG Tð Þ

2
T|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Price−Averaged Value of Exports

ð20Þ

Each line of the equations can be seen as a different presentation of
the net cost of generation in that country, and hence of the negative of
19 Transmission losses are ignored for clarity in the equations, but were taken into ac-
count in our calculations.



Table 5
Exports, market prices, CO2 emissions and rents in Great Britain and France in a ‘Hard’ (dark shading) and ‘Soft’ Elecxit (light shading).
Positive differences in rents indicate an increase in costs from ‘Soft’ to ‘Hard’ Elecxit.

20 We do not include this as a welfare cost, since generation costs include a carbon price
which we assume is the correct measure of the externality involved.
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welfare. The change in sign for the second term between the second
lines of Eq. (19) and of Eq. (20) is because T measures imports to GB
and exports from France. The next section uses this framework to assess
the effects of Elecxit.

5. Results

In Section 5.1 we compare a ‘Hard’ and a ‘Soft Elecxit’ in the context
of the intermediate scenario of European electricity market develop-
ment “Green Transition” (Vision 3). In addition to changes in GB and
French electricity markets, we examine implications for trade and the
distribution of burdens between the actors in France and the UK. We
then - in Section 5.2 - turn to the question of how infrastructure compo-
nents and market frictions interact. Finally, in Section 5.3, we consider
how sensitive these results are to the development of the European
and the British electricity system,modelling the ENTSO-E Vision 1, a hy-
brid inwhich Britain backtracks on its decarbonisation plans (Vision 13)
and a variation when it nevertheless adopts the EU carbon price (Vision
13CP).

5.1. ‘Soft’ vs. ‘Hard Elecxit’ in the ‘intermediate’ scenario

Under ENTSO-E Vision 3, GB and France have each installed over 60
GW of renewables while France has also discarded 20 GW of its nuclear
generation capacity. Fig. 9 (top row) shows that GB's marginal genera-
tion costs exceed the French costs for almost all residual load levels, as
France has much more nuclear capacity (with very low marginal
costs) than GB in this scenario. With a similar distribution of residual
loads, there is a strong incentive for British imports. With a soft Elecxit,
this induces gross imports to GB of 53 TWh (Table 5, first column)while
France imports 6 TWh (fourth column), making GB a net importer of
electricity. Despite 10 GW of trading infrastructure, price convergence
is incomplete, with prices averaging 81 €/MWh in GB and 76 €/MWh
in France.

In the ‘Hard Elecxit’ scenario, the markets are uncoupled and trans-
mission capacity is only 5 GW. These changes reduce electricity imports
in GB to one third of the ‘Soft Elecxit’ level (19 TWh, the second column
of Table 5) and French imports decrease from 6 to 4 TWh (the fifth col-
umn). This reduces the potential to exploit cheap hydro- and nuclear-
generated French electricity and British renewables. Less trade implies
less price convergence, with higher prices in GB and lower prices in
France.

Those price changes have distributional consequences. Wholesale
market costs for British consumers (of all kinds) rise by 4%; the increase
in rents received by British generators (revenues minus variable costs)
absorbs three-quarters of this. The value of the interconnectors (in
terms of their trading surplus) falls by one-third. With fixed demand,
our welfare measure (in the opposite direction from normal) is the var-
iable cost of generation, equal to consumer payments less the two sets
of rents. Generator costs in GB rise by almost €300million a year, imply-
ing a welfare reduction of the same amount.

The distributional impacts in France are in the opposite direction.
French consumers gain from lower bills, by almost exactly the same
amount GB consumers lose (although it represents a smaller share of
their bills). French generators suffer a much larger reduction in rents.
Overall, French generation costs rise by almost €400 million a year. A
Hard Elecxit reduces total welfare by €692 million, with 42% of the
cost experienced by GB and 58% by France. There is also an increase in
CO2 emissions of 13 Mio tons in GB, only partly offset by a fall of 3 Mio
tons in France.20

5.2. Software versus hardware: market rules and infrastructure

Do the costs of Elecxit mainly come from inefficient trading or from
reduced interconnector capacity? Table 6 gives the net variable genera-
tion cost for several cases with different levels of capacity and trading
inefficiency. This cost equals the actual variable cost of generation in
each country, plus net imports valued (hour-by-hour) at the average
of the two market prices. Our two main cases of ‘Soft’ (lighter) and
‘Hard Elecxit’ (darker) are shaded as in Table 5.

Comparing the entries along a row shows the impact of changing
transmission capacity, holding trading uncertainty constant. With con-
tinued market coupling, expanding capacity from 5 GW to 10 GW
would cut combined generation costs by 1.1% (the third row of the
top block of figures); further expansion until there were no constraints
would save an additional 0.7%.With a Hard Elecxit of anticipation errors
and the resulting reduction in trading (the third block), expanding ca-
pacity from 5 GW to 10 GW would only reduce generation costs by
0.2%, and further expansion would bring practically no benefit.

Comparing the entries along a column shows how the cost of gener-
ation depends on the level of uncertainty facing would-be arbitrageurs.
Comparing the top two blocks of the left-hand column, increasing un-
certainty by ending market coupling across 5 GW of interconnectors
raises total generation costs by 0.1%. The trade crunch increases the
cost of uncoupling to 0.9% of the cost with integrated markets. The bot-
tom block considers the case (suggested by an anonymous referee) of
improved forecasting techniques reducing the errors in renewable out-
put predictionsusedby traders. Demandand generation availabilitywill
remain uncertain (and have been so for long enough that we don't see
why there should suddenly be great improvements in their forecasts)
and so we use the same value of σ (3000 GW) that we estimated for
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21 The penaltywas determined as the sum of differences between the subsidised and the
not-subsidised generation costs, rather than directly from the emissions, for consistency
with our other numbers.

Table 6
Annual Net Variable Generation Cost in GB and France in 2030. The expectedmarket value is €37.1Bio. Percentage changes between the sumof costs due to capacity expansion in adjacent
columns are shown at the bottom of each box; changes relative to the sum of costs for the top block of each column are shown at the top of each lower box. Expectations have been gen-
erated as the mean of 100 random draws of the anticipation error in each hour of our annual series. Based on Vision 3 “Green Transition”.
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(Theore�cal)% GW

Integrated markets (I) 100% 0
GB 18,398 18,250 18,204

F 15,140 14,910 14,724

Sum 33,538 -1.1% 33,160 -0.7% 32,928
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U1 Uncertainty 100% 2 × 3000
GB 18,411 +0.1% 18,272 +0.1% 18,258 +0.2%

F 15,152 14,930 14,744

Sum 33,563 -1.1% 33,202 -0.6% 33,002

U2 Trade crunch 27% 2 × 3000
GB 18,544 +0.9% 18,506 +1.8% 18,504 +2.5%

F 15,308 15,264 15,262

Sum 33,852 -0.2% 33,770 -0.0% 33,766

U3
Improved

forecas�ng
27% 1 × 3000

GB 18,497 +0.7% 18,472 +1.7% 18,471 +2.4%

F 15,268 15,241 15,241

Sum 33,765 -0.2% 33,713 -0.0% 33,712
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2009.With less uncertainty but a continued trade crunch, the combined
costs of generation would be 0.7% higher than with integratedmarkets.

The second and third columns show that the cost of uncertainty
alone remain small, but that uncertainty leading to a trade crunch is ex-
pensive, and that the cost rises with the level of interconnector capacity.
We infer that when transmission capacity is low, this reduces both the
benefits from trades in the correct direction and the costs of trades
that are based on anticipation errors; the opportunity costs from reduc-
ing trading to offset this are also small. Adding capacity increases the
size of potential cost-saving trades, but our calibrated model suggests
that trading errorswill offset these gains. The gross savingper GWof ad-
ditional capacity falls rapidly as capacity is added if markets are
uncoupled, even before considering the costs of that capacity. If Britain
is to give up the most effective mechanism for coordinating cross-
border electricity trade, we should not invest too much in trying to in-
crease the volume of that trade. Low interconnector capacities limit
the damage that can result from anticipation errors.

5.3. Slowing the transition in GB

Onemight expect that efficient trading would bemore valuable in a
system with high shares of renewables, implying that ‘Hard Elecxit’
costs would be lower in a slow transition scenario like Vision 1.
Table 7 actually shows that welfare losses due to trading distortions
and reduced extension of transmission capacities exceed losses in the
Vision 3 scenario by far: €2700 m per year. The reason is that France
has an extra 20 GW of low marginal cost nuclear capacity in Vision 1
compared to Vision 3, and can export 9 TWh to GB – as long as there
is a ‘Soft Elecxit’. The reduction in volume (50 TWh) is somewhat
greater than in Vision 3 (34 TWh), but the opportunity cost per TWh
of trade foregone is much higher, due to the bigger price differences be-
tween the two countries. In that sense the estimate of welfare losses
based on Vision 3 tends to be cautious.

Butwhat if a side-effect of Brexit is that GB slows (or even abandons)
decarbonisation? We model this by combining the capacity mix and
carbon prices of the “Slow Progress” Vision 1 in GB with the continued
“Green Transition” Vision 3 in France (Vision 13). GB's effectively-
subsidised fossil generation portfolio then generates more cheaply
than France (which has reduced its nuclear capacity) in for high residual
loads (Fig. 9, bottom right). This promotes bidirectional trade, so a ‘Soft
Elecxit’ (perhaps less likely in this situation) has 16 TWh imports to GB
and 25 TWh imports to France, and very similar average prices (65 €/
MWh inGB and 66 €/MWh in France). ‘Hard Elecxit’ reduces UK imports
to 9 TWh and French imports to 11 TWh, but as prices (and marginal
costs) generally remain close, the cost increase caused by this is small,
around €200 million.

Note that in this case (only) we take account of the change in carbon
emissions in GB, valued at the difference between the French price (€71,
which we (here) regard as “correct”) and the GB price (€17).21 This
might be seen as revenue forgone by the government from not having
the correct carbon price, as well as damage done to the (global) envi-
ronment. Apart from the cost of Elecxit, we are not making cross-
scenario comparisons between the high-price Vision 3 and the low-
price Vision 1.

As a further sensitivity analysis, we consider a case inwhichGB is re-
quired to adopt the higher EU carbon price, but can (and does) still
choose a higher-carbon capacitymix (13CP). GB has the highest average
prices of any of our scenarios, so would import more (61 TWh) under a
‘Soft Elecxit’ than in Vision 3. As France has less low-cost nuclear capac-
ity than in Vision 1, GB imports are lower, and French imports higher (5
TWh) than in the pure Vision 1 scenario. With greater price differences
and a bigger reduction in trade than under Vision 3, dysfunctional trade
would increase ‘Hard Elecxit’ losses to €800 m per year compared to
€700 m in Vision 3 or €200 m in Vision 13.

6. Conclusion

To calculate some of the costs of Great Britain's possible departure
from the EU's internal electricity market, we start by designing a micro-
economic model of the decoupled markets between Great Britain and
France in 2009. Due to differentmarket closing dates in these countries,
an early commitment and the anticipation of market prices was
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Table 7
Cross Vision comparison of ‘Soft’ vs. ‘Hard Elecxit’ in scenarios 1, amixture of 1 and 3 (13) and themixture 13with British CO2 price dumping. Shading indicates Soft (light) andHard (dark)
Elecxit, as before.

Scenarios

Vision 1 Vision 13 Vision 13 CP

Slow Progress UK Slow
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Vision 13 with EU Carbon
Price in both countries

Elecxit
Change

Elecxit
Change

Elecxit
ChangeSo� Hard So� Hard So� Hard
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Imports (gross) TWh 83 33 -50 16 9 -7 61 22 -39
Market price €/MWh 65 72 7 65 64 -1 86 90 4
CO2 emissions Mio tons 98 121 23 140 136 -4 91 109 18
Consumer payments

€M
io

21,050 23,439 2,389 20,812 20,325 -487 26,921 27,901 980
-Generator Rent 4,370 6,347 1,977 6,348 5,733 -615 3,943 4,716 773
-Interconnector Rent 1,884 936 -948 77 45 -32 370 243 -127
+CO2 revenue forgone 8,831 8,679 -152
= Net Variable
Genera�on Cost €Mio 14,796 16,156 1,360 23,218 23,226 8 22,608 22,942 334

Fr
an

ce

Imports (gross) TWh 0 1 1 25 11 -14 5 4 -1
Market price €/MWh 21 13 -8 66 68 2 78 72 -6
CO2 emissions Mio tons 11 6 -5 16 23 7 33 27 -6
Consumer payments

€M
io

10,010 6,804 -3,206 22,644 24,199 -1,555 26,615 25,362 -1,253
-Generator Rent 9,536 5,904 -3,632 7,336 8,714 1,378 11,498 9,890 -1,608
-Interconnector Rent 1,884 936 -948 77 45 -32 370 243 -127
= Net Variable
Genera�on Cost €Mio -1,410 -36 1,374 15,231 15,440 209 14,747 15,229 482

Overall Variable
Genera�on Cost €Mio 13,386 16,120 2,734 38,449 38,666 217 37,355 38,171 816

22 These have already been the subject of much research, including Aurora Energy Re-
search (2016), Froggatt et al. (2017), Mathieu et al. (2018), Pollitt (2017), Pollitt and
Chyong (2017) and Vivid Economics (2016). Some of the impacts listed in this part of
the paper are the suggestions of two anonymous referees.
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required to determine interconnector capacity demand. Therefore, the
demand on the spot markets is not completely common knowledge at
the time when trades across the interconnector must be decided, and
traders must consider the risk of anticipation errors. The resulting un-
certainty is added to the load as a zero mean, normally distributed dis-
turbance, with variance that is a measure of the extent of the trade
barrier. While certainty equivalence applies to expected profits, it is op-
timal for risk-averse traders to scale back their desired quantities to re-
duce the variance of their profits.

In practice, the errors mean that desired trades will be too great or
too small, but the effect of these errors will be limited by the need to re-
spect interconnector capacity constraints. If the desired trade is far
greater than the available capacity, then the actual trade would be
sub-optimal only if there had been a very large error in the information
which it was based on. We use a TOBIT regression to estimate the level
of uncertainty in 2009 between the two uncoupledmarkets. We find an
anticipation error equivalent to load mis-forecasting with a standard
deviation of 3GW and find strong evidence of risk averse trading. Thus
trade ‘crunches’ to 27% of risk neutral trading opportunities.

We adjust these estimates for the greater uncertainty that high pen-
etrations of wind and solar generators will induce by 2030 and apply
our model to the ENTSO-E Vision 3 scenario for 2030. We estimate
that a “Hard Elecxit”, with little interconnector expansion and
decoupled markets, would raise generation costs by €692 m per year
(2% of the common market value), relative to a “Soft Elecxit”which re-
tains business as usual, with coupledmarkets and interconnector capac-
ity rising to 10 GW. Building more interconnector capacity creates little
value if trading arrangements lead to substantial trading errors and
strongly reduced trading. As power flowsmainly from France to Britain,
disrupting these flowsmeans that British consumerswould pay €861m
more, and French consumers €870 m less. British-based generators
would gain, and French ones lose, but overall welfare within each coun-
try would decline, by €294 m in Britain and €398 m in France.

In sensitivity analyses, we find a scenario with similar costs from
disrupting trade through Elecxit (€816 m) – one in which Britain has
drastically slowed its transition towards decarbonisation but faces a
border carbon tax adjustment. If Britain was able to maintain a lower
carbon price than the EU, its wholesale electricity prices would be
close to French levels (on the particular set of assumptions we used),
so that both the gains from trade and the cost of disrupting it
(€217 m) would be relatively low. If France also slowed its transition,
retaining large amounts of low marginal cost nuclear plant, cross-
country price differences would be much greater. In these circum-
stances, a Hard Elecxit would cost €2.7 billion a year.

Our estimates are based on extrapolating errors in the bilateral trad-
ing between France and Great Britain from 2009, and scaling these to
represent future conditions. In practice, Great Britain already has
interconnectors to four EU countries (Belgium, France, Ireland and The
Netherlands). More are planned, and those in the near-term are still an-
ticipated to go ahead regardless of the Brexit outcome (Mathieu et al.,
2018). This suggests that a multilateral model might be useful to cap-
ture the interactions between these, although trading errors would all
be driven by the same incorrect expectation of British net demand,
and we plan to use such an approach in future work. We believe that
our analysis could also be extended to cover the markets for reserve
and for balancing energy – while these aspects of the Internal Energy
Market are still a work in progress, National Grid (2015, Table 1) con-
cludes that sharing reserves over interconnectorsmight reduce capacity
needs by several GW. Without that sharing, and with less ability to
dampen price spikes by increasing imports, GB might find it economic
to invest in significantly more peaking capacity and electricity storage
than it would otherwise require.

The aim of this paper is to delve into one aspect of the UK's potential
departure from the Internal Energy Market, and while we compared
four scenarios for the impact of Elecxit on interconnector trade, we
have not tried to model other consequences of Brexit for the electricity
sector.22 Most forecasts suggest that Brexit will reduce the level of the
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UK's GDP compared to previous trends, which would affect the
level of electricity demand. In the medium term, this would feed
through to the amount of generation capacity, reducing the
amount of investment needed. That might be fortunate if the UK
outside the EU has become a less attractive destination for interna-
tional investors; one vision from Brexit's advocates suggests that
the UK should try to avoid this by relaxing some of its regulations
in a way that would be perceived as “business friendly”. The desire
to build new renewable or nuclear stations, and the ability to fi-
nance them, might be reduced. Resurgent climate scepticism
could affect a wide variety of policies that would otherwise change
the demand for electricity and the way in which it is supplied. Less
financial support from the European Investment Bank, or EU Struc-
tural and Regional Funds, would be available; the UK has also re-
ceived a disproportionately large share of EU research funding
(Hepburn and Teytelboym, 2017).

The UK might find that its access to gas supplies from Europe (in-
cludingNorway) is impeded; insecurity of gas supply has obvious impli-
cations for the security of electricity supply. Finally, this paper has
deliberately concentrated on the electricity market in Great Britain.
For nearly 12 years, the Single Electricity Market on the island of
Ireland has integrated Northern Ireland with the Irish Republic, but
the UK government has conceded that “there is a risk that the Single
Electricity Market will be unable to continue” (BEIS, 2019). The govern-
ment admits that separate markets would be less efficient – since
Northern Ireland is a small system, its costs could rise significantly if it
could no longer rely on its bigger neighbour. To avoid such costs, and
those that we have modelled here, we can only hope that sensible pol-
icies are adopted.
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Appendix I. Variance of the anticipation error

We have extensively used the anticipation error of residual load εh
with εh~N(0,σ2). We now provide a background for its variance σ2

that enables a systematic derivation of a scenario-dependent
anticipation error. Residual load in a specific country and hour
h, Lh consists of the load lh reduced by wind generation Gh

Wind and solar
generation Gh

Solar

Lh ¼ lh−GWind
h −GSolar

h ðaÞ

Each component is uncertain, and we assume has an independent
normal distribution with a standard deviation proportional to its ex-
pected level in each period. We break the per-unit uncertainty into
two, so that the anticipation error for load is equal to εl, hσllh where εl,
h is a standard normal variable and σl is the constant per-unit standard
deviation of the anticipation error. We use εSolar and εWind to denote the
randomcomponentswhileσs andσw are the constant per-unit standard
deviations of solar and wind generation, respectively. Under these con-
ditions expected residual load can thus be expressed with the residual
ac as (omitting the hour index h):

Lh þ ah ¼ lh 1þ σ lεl;h
� �

−GSolar
h 1þ σ sεSolar;h

� �
−GWind

c 1þ σwεWind;h
� � ðbÞ

It is straightforward to show that the residual ah~N(0, lhσl + Gh-
Windσw + Gh

Solarσs). In this sense we use σh = lhσl + Gh
Windσw + Gh

Solarσs.
Unfortunately,σ depends on the time varying generation levels. To sim-
plify the analysis, we approximate with a least squares estimation with

awl ¼
σw

σ l
and asl ¼

σ s

σ l
to get the static

σh ≈ σ ¼ σ l

∑h¼1;…;H lh þ GWind
h awl þ GWind

h asl
� �

H
¼ σ l lUK þ awlG

Wind
h þ G

Solar
h asl

� �
ðcÞ

As we have already estimated the standard deviation of this antici-
pation error in Section 4.2 we do not need the absolute value of σ but
rather the ratio between 2009 and 2030. With the parameters in
Table A1, we obtain for GB:

σ2030

σ2009 ¼ l
2030 þ awlW

2030 þ aslS
2030

l
2009 þ awlW

2009 þ aslS
2009

¼ 2:84 ðdÞ

The change in generation structure with more renewables and un-
changed relative variability would nearly triple the anticipation error
in 2030 compared to 2009. We assume that forecasting techniques
would improve, and so (conservatively) assume in most of our predic-
tions that the standard deviation of the anticipation error would only
double in 2030 compared to 2009.

Table A1
Model parameters.
Parameter GB
 2009
 2030: ENTSO-E Vision 3
verage annual load (GW)
 l
 37.1
 40.5
verage annual wind generation (GW)
 W
 1.01
 18.2

verage annual solar generation (GW)
 S
 0
 1.7

elative forecasting error wind
 awl
 4a
elative forecasting error solar
 asl
 2b
R
a Hodge et al. (2012).
b Lew et al. (2013).
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